HOG FUEL & BOILER

Project Examples

Charcoal Manufacturing
- Bark storage & reclaim
- Bark truck dumps
- Bark screening system
- Bark conveying and feed to dryer

Boise Cascade
- Waste wood conveying
- Bark hog installation
- Hog fuel storage, with distribution conveyors
- Underpile reclaim
- Hog fuel boiler feed system

Trus Joist
- Truck unloading system
- Distribution conveyor into storage building
- Underpile reclaim system
- Hog fuel boiler feed system

Snowflake White Mountain Power
- Boiler feed system for paper mill sludge & wood-fired 200,000 PPH BFB boiler
- Truck dump unloading system
- Hog fuel stack out & overpile reclaim system
- Paper mill sludge pressing & conveying

Ampersand - Merced Power Plant
- Designed/built hog fuel screen and magnet system

Southwest Forest Products
- Hog fuel conveying
- Bark hog installation
- Storage & reclaim

Champion International
- Hog fuel storage bins
- Hog fuel conveyors
- Stoker reclaim

Simpson Timber
- Hog fuel conveyors
- Bark hog installation

Murphy Plywood
- Hog fuel reclaim system
- Dry/wet fuel mixing system
- Boiler feed system

International Paper
- Complete hog fuel system for bark-fired 120,000 PPH boiler

Confidential Client
- Modified hog fuel feed system to 250,000 PPH boiler
- Modified truck dump & hopper

Imperial Valley Resource Recovery
- Waste wood fuel system, including truck dump, material stack-out and reclaim, material screening and sizing systems, boiler infeed conveyors